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Racers in need of 8,000 more yards
ly $750,000 to replace
"It is in terrible conit.
dition," he said. "We're "
Charles
Ward,
way beyond time to
It is in terrible condi- director of developThe Murray State University football replace it.
team has made it clear that whatever
"All of us are conment and alumni
tion. Were way
piece of turf they step on becomes cerned about it," he
affairs,
said
the
beyond time to
theirs, but still there is the need to added. "It's just a matUniversity is looking
replace it
claim something more. In fact they need ter of getting funding
for the best deal it can
to claim about 8,000 square yards of for it. We don't need to
"
find. Ward recently
new turf.
play another season on
finished negotiations
Mike Strickland, director of athletics, it."
Mike Strickland with Anheiser Busch,
said the turf on the football field needs
Ed West, director of
Inc., to try and get the
to be replaced and that the University is facilities management,
company to donate the
currently trying to raise enough money said the turf has been on the field since
turf it is removing from Busch Stadium
tQ afford the expensive carpet.
1982 and that it will cost approximatein St. Louis in order to put in a grass

Bv JoNATHAN OuvER
EoiTOI·IN-CHIEf

Phillips aids cops

field.
"I just decided that if they are going to
get rid of their Astroturf that we should
ask for some of it," Ward said.
Unfortunately for the University, the
deal fell through.
Ward said Busch had received several
requests for the turf, but felt it could not
fulfill any of them for fear of showing
favoritism for one organization over
another. They now plan to sell the turf
to the highest bidder, Ward aaid.
·
Ward said he is now seeking donaSee TURF/13
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Former student cooperates with
efforts to convict drug distributor
location off campus, he noted
that the number of students
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
was fewer than five.
JONATHAN OLIVER
Chaney said that Murray
EOITOit•IN-CHIEF
State does not have a crack
A Christian County man now problem; however, Joe Green,
awaits his sentencing in associate director of Public
December, after being convict- Safety, is still concerned.
ed on two counts of distributing
"I feel like if we have even
crack cocaine which allegedly one person dealing in drugs we
reached the Murray State have a problem," he said.
University campus.
Green said PubJic Safety has
Rodney Manning, 31, is now not found any crack cocaine on
facing
a
campus, but
mandatory 10there have
been
some
year incarcer- "
ation.
arrests made
I (eel like if we have
in
the
His indictment
last
even one person deal- Murray area
Thursday was
ing in drugs we have for possession of the
partially
a problem.
substance.
based on information
law
"
"That's not
saying
enforcement
officials
Joe Green there's none
here,"
he
received from
added.
a local dealer.
Green
The
local
dealer was Rodney Phillips of said the University is someCerulean, a former student of what hampered by the fact that
it has such a small law enforceMurray State.
Last January, Phillips was ment group, but other local law
arrested and charged with enforcement agencies often
help to fill the gaps.
cocaine possession.
"We don't have a sizable force
After agreeing to cooperate
ourselves,"
he said. "We rely
with law enforcement officials,
Phillips was successful in heavily upon -other agencies."
allegedly making two crack
Green noted that the
purchases 'from Manning in Kentucky State Police will
provide
the
sometimes
February and March.
University
with
undercover
Carol W. Jo)mson, Manning's
lawyer, argued that Phillips agents to help track down suspected drug dealers.
had tried to frame his client.
The University is also trying
Joe Chaney, attorney and
Murray State political science to prevent drug use through
professor, represented Phillips, drug education.
"We're trying to work
who is being held in federal
custody after pleading guilty to through drug education and
things of that nature," he said.
drug charges.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jim
Although Chaney acknowl·
edged the fact that Phillips tes- Earhart said Phillips is
tified to selling drugs to presently cooperating with offiMurray State st udents from a cials on other cases.
BY AMY PONDER

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Chad Hellls, senior from Paducah, takes a spill in the mud durlns Lambda Chi Alpha's
Watermelon Bust events day on Saturday, Sept. ll.

Fraternity calendar caUses concerns
BY ScOTT NANNEY
SfNIOI STAFF WRITER

While many campus traditions come
and go each year without negative publicity, a recent incident has caused concern from at least one campus organization.
The current edition of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity's annual calendar,
designed as a recruiting tool for new
pledges, has drawn attention from

Murray State's Women's Center.
The calendar depicts 12 female students in what some would categorize as
"suggestive" poses.
Dr. Kim Barrett, director of the
Women's Center, said some concern
about the calendar's content has been
voiced by members of the Murray State
faculty and several students.
"Some of the concerns that people
have raised with me center around
exploitation," Barrett said. "This is just

News

an example of women being exploited in
a very stereotypical way. And after initially seeing the calendar, my feeling is
to agree With them."
One major concern voiced by Barrett
was the way in which the students
posed.
"Why were these women put into positions that were clearly alluding to sex?"
she said. "There are some very beautiful
women in the calendar, and I really
don't understand why they couldn't

r;::=::::=::=::;rMurray State's ninth president, Kern
Alexander, will be

3

See CALENDAR/13
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The fate of a proposed
engineering program in
western Kentucky may
finally be decided Oct. 9.
On that long awaited day
the Council on Higher
Education will meet in
Frankfort to hear reports
on the possible shortage of
engineers from an independent consulting firm.
Murray State University
President Kern Alexander
and
University
of
Kentucky
President
Charles Wethington will
also make presentations.
T h e
council is
expected
to hand
down its
decision
afterwards.
T h e
consult.
firm • WETHINGTON
mg
MGT of
America. Inc., completed a
study on the need for engineers in western Kentucky
and recommended four
models to alleviate possible
shortages.
The report, which was
released Sept. 7, found
that there would be a need
for about 60 engineers per
year in western Kentucky,
but it also concluded that
the existing programs at
the University of Louisville
and the University of
Kentucky could supply ·at
least half
of
the
needed
e n g i neera.
T h e
firm
is
expected
to explain
its findAI fY.ANDER ,
ings and
answer
questions that may arise
among CHE members
before a decision is made.
AJexander was unavailable for comment on his
presentation to the council,
but in an interview earlier
in the week he said he did
not know how the council
would settle the dispute.
He went on to say that
he did not think engineering was the real issue.
"All I know is that it
doesn't appear to me to be
an engineering issue
because 25 to 30 engineers
a year for Paducah can be
provided by Murray State
in cooperation with U of L
(University
of
Louisville)... ," he said.
"If the University of
Kentucky would cooperate
with us the same way U of
L cooperates, we could proSee CHf/13
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Finally, it will be official

have been put in some more appropriate
setting and in more appropriate poses."
Barrett said there are both positive
and negative impacts from this issue.
"One (impact) is for freshman coming
in and looking at these calendars," she
said. "It sort of sets a certain expectation. But on the other hand, it's positive
in that it gets us to talking about these
issues."
Discussing these issues is something

CHEto
finalize
dispute
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practical clothing leads the
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'Oieanna' production postponed

Guest again

Murray State University Theater's production of"Oleanna"
has been postponed a week.
The show, scheduled to run Sept. 29-30 and Oct. 5, will now
run Oct. 6-7 and 12-14.
All performances begin at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theater in
the Fine Arts building.
David Balthrop, director of the University the theater department, said the rescheduling was due to changes within the cast,
complicated projections and problems with the sets and lighting
plans.
The play focuses on a student's claim of sexual harassment by
a professor.
Anyone wishing to reserve or exchange tickets should call the
Johnson Theater box office at 762-6797 or stop by the office
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Mystery fans - the suspense is over - Agatha Christie's classic
The Unexpected Guest will be performed at the Playhouse in the
Park.
Just in time for the Halloween season, this thriller is directed
by Skip Hamra and wil1 open on Oct. 6 and run on the 7, 8, 13,
14 and 15.
For tickets please call the Playhouse in the Park at 759-1751.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and $4 for students
(including MSU students).
Performances on Friday and Saturday are at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m.

Help for college bound adults
Murray State's office of continuing education and academic
outreach is sponsoring an Adults Belong in College workshop.
Adult students consider their first priority like families and a
full-time job, rather than going to college.
Frequently asked questions about financial aid, where to go
for help and admission procedures will be addressed.
Peer counselors and staff members will be available to talk
with adults interested in starting or returning to college.
The workshop is free and scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 3, from
6-9 p.m., in the Curris Center ballroom.
Reservations are requested by Sept. 29.
To make a reservation or for more information, call 762-4150.

Family fun and help activities
The Family Resource Center is having its 4th annual
Community Resource Fair, Sat., Sept. 30, from 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.,
at the Curris Center.
Features of the fair include a clothing exchange for children
: and adult coats, free medical & dental screenings for all ages,
child protection services including video taping and fmger printing, free activities and door prizes.
Lunch will be offered at $1 or $1.50 per person from 11 a.m. 1 p.m, by the Parent/reacher Organizations.
For more information please call The Family Resource Center
· at 753-3070.

REBD[INES

#2 Dixieland Center
. Stylists:

Rhonda Butler
Jill Cossey
Brints Wommack

Murray State University & Kaplan are offering two preparation courses: the LSAT and the MCAT.
The LSAT organizational meeting will be on Monday, Oct. 2, 7
p.m., Collins Industry & TeChnology Building, room 211.
The organizational meeting for the MCAT course will be on
Tues., Oct. 3, 7 p.m., Collins Industry & Technology building,
room 211.
The LSAT course includes 40 hours of instruction and costs
$795. While the MCAT course includes 44 hours of instruction
and costs $775. Both have unllinited use of an extensive video
library.
To register for either Kaplan's LSAT or MCAT preparation
course and for additional information about the schedule call
John Griffin at 762-2160.

WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, September 29
eCinema International - Presents Be rgman's "The Magic Flute."
Wolfga ng Amadeus Mozart's magnifice nt tale of magic, love and
quest. 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theate r.
•Annual Gravure Day - "Golden Opportunities in Gravure."
Sponsored by the depa rtment of graphic arts technology/printing
management, 8-11:30 a.m., Freed Curd Auditorium, Collins Center.
•Deadline - Fla g football entry deadline, Campus Recreation.

Saturday, September 30

Sunday, October 1
-concert - Southeast Baroque Players, 3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Retreat - Newman House at 220 N. 13th St., begins its four day oncampus retreat that will start after the 6 p.m. mass. If you have any
questions call Newman House, 753-1391.

Monday, October 2

'Le Morte d'Art'
Josh Wilkes, of Paducah, has an exhibition of his work now
showing in Murray State Curris Center Art GalJery.
The exhibition, entitled "Le Morte d'Art," is a collection of
Wilkes' drawing and paintings completed during his five years
of study. The exhibition will remain on view through Oct. 1.
"The content of my work varies from piece to piece," Wilkes
says, "but can be summed up in three basic categories - the disrepair of the new south and/or its societal institutions; the cryptic nature of'mystery' religions; and automatistic, free-associative investigation."
The Curris Center Art Gallery is located on the ground floor of
the Curris Center. The gallery is open weekdays from 11 a.m. 10 p.m., and noon - 10 p.m. on Sat. and Sun.
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eCinema International - Bergman's "The Magic Flute." 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Thea ter.
•Fair· •Make a Difference Day," at the community fair. Clothes for
needy children, a dults and senior citizens will be distributed.
•Deadline - Potpourri of Quilts '95 sponsored by the Quilt Lovers of
Murray. 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Calloway County Public Library
-contest - Festival of Champions Marching Band Contest, Dennis
Johnson, Coordinator, a ll day, finals 7 p.m ., Stewart Stadium.

Law, med school test help

753-0882

Lyn Campbell-McKinney
Diana Thompson
Tammy Sheppard
Armc-Ma.rif.. HaJe "

The ~urray State News

., ,

•Blood Drive Sign-up - Volunteers will be signing up donors for a
blood drive on Oct. 4 and 5, during the lunch hour, Curris Center.

Tuesday, October 3
•Recital - American Musical Recital presented by Music fraternities
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Wednesday, October 4
•Blood Drive - From10 a.m. -5 p.m., in the Curris Center.

Thursday, October 5
•Never Ever Too Old - Meeting, 12:30 p.m. Ordway Hall
•Blood Drive - From 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., In the Curris Center.

J All proceedsq will fund a~
lVIUSIC DEPARTMENT
J SCHOLARSHIP v1
~
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This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

t

509 S. 12th St.

759-9940

NORMAN DIETZ,
actor and comedian

Performing Live
"Babe"

Thts newspaper Is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Photolithography wor1< appearing In
The Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
Universtty's Printmg Servtces.

All used CD's are $5 each.
We have a large selection and variety for you to
choose from.
Check out our large selection of used furniture also.
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Governors expected at inauguration
The M~ State News

September 29.

BY ANGEL

fAIRBANKS

REPORTtl

Murray State University will
foUow its tradition of hosting a
presidential inauguration for a
new president.
Kern Alexander, Murray
State's ninth president, has
served since July 1, 1994. He
will be inaugurated Saturday,
Oct. 7 at 10:30 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
This event represents a
change in leadership and an
investment of trust - by stu·
dents, faculty and staff - in
Alexander, said James Booth,
provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs.

Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
will follow the showcase and is
open to the community.
Here is a brief summary of the events planned for next weekend's
Several former Kentucky
inauguration of MSU President Kem Alexander:
governors are scheduled to
Friday, October 6
attend
the
inauguration
7:30p.m.: Gala Musical Showcase at Lovett Auditorium
Saturday: Louie Nunn - who
9 p.m.: Reception at the aara M. Eagle GaDery
served from 1967-71, Julian
Saturday, October 7
Carroll - who served from
10 a.m.: Faculty Robing and Assembly at Wilson Hall
1975-79, Martha Layne Collins
10:30 a.m.: Inauguration Ceremony at Lovett Auditorium
12:00 noon Inaugural Reception at Forrest C. Pogue Ubrary
-who served from 1983-87, and
Wallace Wilkinson - who
Chad E. Holder/Graphics E<itor
served from 1987-91.
The Gala Musical Showcase
"We thought that involving
Following the ceremony a
will initiate the weekend's fes- them would express our pride," public reception will be held in
tivities next Friday at 7:30p.m. Booth said. "We are pleased the Forrest Pogue Library.
in Lovett Auditorium. The with the achievements of those
The ~urray State Racer footshowcase will feature artists groups."
ball game against UT-Martin
A reception, located in the at 1:30 p.m will conclude the
and ensembles from the departClara M. Eagle Gallery of the weekend's activities.
ment of music.

Presidential Inauguration

POLICE BEAT
September 22

11:54 a.m. Benjamin Earty reported the theft of his car antenna.
The automobile was parked near Franklin Hall.
11 :05 p.m. There was a report that a person was hitting cars
1., with a stick in the Clark Hall parking lot. Nothing was found.
September 23

6:46 a.m. Salah Almutairi was lodged in the Calloway jail for driving without insurance and suspended license.
1:36 p.m. Resident of Franklin Hall reported that his room had
been broken into. Still under Investigation.
9:36 p.m. Smoke detector on fourth floor of White Hall activated, someone had burned food in kitchen.
September 24

12:49 a.m. Noise complaint from 1200 Block College Courts.
Person told to be quiet.
6:58p.m. 1st floor smoke detector was set off in Richmond Hall.
9:22 p.m.1 st floor smoke detector pulled out of ceiling In
Franklin Hall.
.
11 :56 p.m. Report of marijuana odor in Springer Hall. Nothing
was found.

Tuition increases, thinning Gen ed review in progress
financial aid strap students BY REBECCA Doun

September 25

2:04 a.m. There was a noise complaint directed toward the
Elizabeth Hall ampitheatre. The group was advised to keep
noise level down.
10:32 p.m. Bottle rockets were being fired between Franklin and
Springer Halls.

STAff WlmR

BY KEuY I. HICKS
REPORTER

The Kentucky Task Force on
Higher Education met with
students earlier this month to
discuss the effects of tuition
increases on students.
The chairman of the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education's
Finance
Committee, David Porter, said
1996-97 undergraduate tuition
rates at universities will
increase $30 per semester.
This increase may represent
an additional hardship for
~urray State students as
financial aid and student loans
are becoming harder to get.
"I work two jobs and it limits
the amount of federal assis·
tance I receive," said Beth
Carmichael, junior from Boaz.
"This increase will make it
harder to get more loans for the
new amount."
"lfl have to pay more money,
I would at least· like to see
improved computer technology
and more computer centers,"
Carmichael said. "If they
intend to increase tuition they
should increase services so students can see where their

money is going. To me that is
more important than spending
the money on parking lots."
Carmichael said programs
the state has implemented in
the past towards the advancement of education have produced little, if any, changes in
funding for higher education.
"The state should also use
the lottery money for what it
was intended," Carmichael
said. "They should be helping
students not hindering them."
Jennifer Davis, senior from
Paducah, said, "I really don't
feel I'm getting the education
I'm paying for."
"I'm getting a degree in
graphic design and I didn't get
the chance to gain experience
on any of the equipment I
should have because it wasn't
in the department's budget,"
Davis said.
Davis is more optimistic
about the education she is
receiving in her other major,
child development.
"The emphasis in child development is more on people than
on equipment, so advanced
technology doesn't play as
much of a role in our training,"
Davis said.

Jim Booth, provost and vice president for academic and student affairs, has requested the formation of a committee to
review the general education requirements.
Members of the committee include a faculty member from
each of the six colleges, one frOm each of the general education
areas, a member of the faculty senate, students and several
:resource individuals.
The committee will be considering seven factors in its review,
focusing~ on the effectiveness of the existing program.
ICThe ~ of this review ia to preaerve what is best about
our p~ improve where we can, and introduce changes
where appropriate," reads the c:harge of the committee.
The committee will uti.IWa referenea tor the review, inchld·
ing the Milaion Statement, Cbarac:teristics of the Murray State
Graduate and esaays on general education programs.
Booth said the review is intended to provide a foundation for
goals fur the pnel'&l education program.
~ do we need to be in the next 10 years, 15, 20 years in
liberal arta pneral edueation?" Booth asked. "'We want to
airengthen it, modernize it, get it ready for the future, and I
think now is the time to do that,"
Min the initial discussions, we will talk about the underlying
assumptions and principles of general education," Mark
Malinauskaa, director of the Honors Program and chair of the
committee, said.
The committee will care(ully review the misaion statement
and past guidelines to determine the program's overall effectiveness, Malinauskas said.
·
•no we do what we say we're doiDg?" Malinauskaa Said.
"What I &Ill enviaioniDg ia a c;ompi'ehensive, collegial and
very careful investiption -of what we have now and what modificatiQn •lll.8Y be ap_propri~te." ~u.Uaa said.
BoOth said.the revieW Should be completed sometime during
the spri,ng aemeeter.

September 26

12:41 a.m. Gun shots were reported In the north residents hall ,
area. Nothing was found.
3:55 p.m. There was an auto accident behind Fine Arts building,
no injuries.
11:07 p.m. Report of gun shots near Franklin Hall. Nothing was
found.
11:15 p.m. A Racer Patrol officers found the women's locker
room In Carr Health trashed. A mirror and soap dispenser were
both missing from the wall.
September 27

12:25 a.m. Myles D. Barnett was arrested and charged with driving under the Influence, second offense, and disregarding a
traffic control device (stop light.) He was lodged in the Calloway
District Jail.
11 :57 a.m. Motor pool reported that a semi truck and trailer had
run off the road behind People's First Bank off of N. 12th St.
The truck was stopped behind Hardee's and abandoned while
the driver went into the restaurant. The driver was Lonnie
McGee from Sikeston, Mo. The truck was not In gear and rolled
down the street. No injuries were reported.
11 :20 p.m. A noise complaint in front of Clark Hall was reported.
Racer Patrol Escorts - 18
Motorist Assists - 3

1

~~.!.nformation

for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from material available to the public at
the Public Safety Office.
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Student wants something to do

OPINION

Minority recruitment
efforts prove positive
We are very pleased with the results of the hard
work and effort put forth by the Office of AfricanAmerican Recruitment and Retention.
The Whitney M. Young Scholars Summer Institute
is an aggressive program that we believe is a positive way of getting African-American students motivated to attend college at an early stage in their academic life.
Those students who participate are chosen for
their academic performance, test scores, leadership,
community involvement and family circumstances.
Students participating in the program experience
college academic classes, field trips, career research,
fine arts, personal development and recreational
activities.
That is not all that the participants receive. Upon
completing the program, each student receives a full
four-year fmancial aid package to a higher education
institution in Kentucky.
Though this is only one of the programs offered, we
believe that this has the most impact on up and coming African-American college students.
We hope that the Recruitment and Retention office
continues to succeed in its effort to raise the AfricanAmerican Student population on campus through
the programs that are offered through its office as
well as those that the University participates in as
well.

Thank you MWTay for being so boring. frying pan at some point during his child- "Whoa, that's a big beer!"
.
Because of the lack of anything fun to do, hood), I began to feel more at ease with my
Then there is the Murray City Park.
I've transformed from a mild West surroundings.
Around 11:30 at night one can partake of
Kentucky girl, to a
The magic of that night is something I the lofty scent of narcotics while playing a
In
woman who visits biker will live with forever.
rousing game of blind man's slide, swing,
bars on a semi-regular
Some nights I find myself looking for a and monkey bars.
My
basis. Okay, only one different kind of action. Around 8 p.m. I
Or I could venture to our friendly homeOpinion
time.
ask myself, "Mmm ...where can a girl go to town Wal-Mart to shop for bargains and
I recently visited a smell like cigarette smoke for the next 72 try to fool the door greeter by changing my
swinging hot spot called hours, and be stared at by older gentlemen appearance before I enter the door each
the Full Moon in Paris, with coffee?"
time.
Tenn. , and was quite
It hits me--Hardee's. Not only can I
Then I make my way to Kroger, around
impressed with how many enjoy the harassment and stench, I can midnight and attempt to find some fun by
MSU Racers chose it as also get a delicious, pre-cooked and waiting filling my shopping cart to the brim. Then
their new watering hole.
for hours under a heat lamp sandwich that I leave it in the dairy section to be found by
Not only is it a place is smashed with the loving hands of a 16- one of the friendly and always helpful
where you can hear a year-old enjoying his frrst day on the job.
employees. (Just kidding, I have never
great live band, but the
What if I'm not hungry, where do I go - done that, it's too mean.)
men are frothy and the ah -South, where the possibilities are end·
I guess what I'm trying to say is, Murray,
.___ _ _ __.. bar maids are fetching.
less.
God love you, but some of us need a little
After an hour and a half of dodging the
First stop is the "Last chance" place more excitement in our lives than city-wide
longing glances of a studly chap (who's face where your beverage selections are small yard sales, and cruising the "strip" on
was evidently smashed by a rather large beer, medium beer, and the ever popular Saturday night.

Tuition increases s.h ould
yield better technology
Tuition incr~ases every semester are taking a toll
on students who require fin~cial aid and other student loans.
We believe that the State of Kentucky should try a
different strategy in order to curve cost for students
attending college by getting their educational revenues from the lottery.
It would be nice to see the Kentucky Lottery work
like other state lotteries.
Some states take a portion of the earnings from
their lotteries and the funds are used for educational programs and services. These services include
financial aid and other student loans.
There is no reason for tuition to go up when at the
same time students are using computers and other
systems at the universities that are outdated or not
available at all.
For each semester that tuition increases, there
should be an increase of some type of the computers
and other infonnation systems available to students
on campus.

111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Ken tucky 42071-3301

According to the supposedly
sage Forrest Gump, "stupid is
as stupid does."' What does this
say
about
America
In
today?
My
Look at
what is going
Opinion.
on with people today in
this country.
Beavis
and
Butthead, a show
about
two
teenage
L. ALAN
morons who
do
incredibly
MASON
stupid
stuff
Guest
is the highest
Commentary
rated show
on MTV.
Forrest Gump, a movie about

Don't be a sore loser, just
a simpleton who blunders his
way through recent American because power changes hands
history, virtually tied for high- in America. The president is
est grossing movie of 1994, and just a figurehead, a way of
keeping score.
won the Academy Award.
Rush Limbaugh. a bombastic, • You mention Rush and the
ill-informed motor mouth, has opinions about America just
the most listened-to radio pro- come flying out of me.
You take the daytime ratings
gram.
He has an army of followers and what do you see? Tabloid
who, according to Rush's boast, talk shows rule the roost,
say "ditto" to whatever Rush where people get up and tell all
kinds of stuff.
says.
Where did this stupidity
All Rush has pretty much
said is the Democrats are in start? My theory is we were so
power. The sky is going to fall entertained by Reagan when he
unless we do something; it is was in office, that maybe we
the end of civilization as we thought that we were that stu·
pid.
know it.
The low point of this came
The "ditto" heads have
responded by inundating when at the height of IranCongress and the White House Contra, a reporter asked
Reagan, "Did you sell arms to
with letters.
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Mona Lisa Warren

Senior, Sebree

"The money being
spent on the new
unnecessary region·
al special events
center should be
reallocated to offer
more classes in each
of the majors."

Lisa Corum
Senior, Orlando, Fl.

Chris Compton
Irregular, Madisonville

"There needs to be
more opportunities
for hands on experience in a student's
given field because
experience is necessary to get a good
job."

ul wish that the
activity fee would be
used for things other
than just sports
events, such as theatre. I have only
been to two sports
events in my 5 years
here."

Photos and interviews by Tim Solley/Staff

the Iranians?"
Reagan replied, "I don't .
remember. Do you remember
what you were doing August
15, 1985?"
Then we got Bush - Reagan
without charm, who was supposed to be the Education
President.
He proved it by cutting many
federal education programs
from the budget. After twelve
years of Bush and Reagan, the
country was in 14th place educationally.
Ask the foreign students. US
schools are a breeze compared
to Germany's for instance.
We have let ourselves become
the educational joke of the
western World. Face facts, we
have met stupidity and it is us.

The Murray State News
welcomes
commen·
taries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for veri·
fication. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.

The Murray State News
~I!Qber
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Focus

"The National Scouting Museum
is more than a collection of
'things. ' It is a collection of
experiences.
Through its theatres, storytellers and learning activities, you
journey into the world of youth"
Photo essay by Danny Vowell
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Briggs and Stratton bankrolls industrious students
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry said that Briggs
$90-$100. He said students working 24 hours
can bring home between $120-$140, and those and Stratton is very active in the community,
working 30 hours can make $140-$150 weekly.
and very innovative in the school systems. "They
The largest manufacturer of air-cooled engines
•It's definitely the best paying job in the came in and have been very influential leaders of
in the world has been aiding Murray State stu- Murray area for a college student - and the the community," Cherry said.
dents escape the stereotypical classification of evening hours are compatible for me," said
Cherry cited examples of Briggs and Stratton's
being "poor college students" since 1986.
Joseph Lee of Graves County. "They appreciate commitment to Murray. "They were the innovaBriggs and Stratton Corp. began production in us and we have excellent benefits."
tors of our Freedom Fest and they are one of the
the Murray area in 1985. A year later, the com·
Lee
has
leaders of the
pany was already responding to a major need in worked at the
United Way."
the community through the Student Program, plant for two
In 1994
which offers jobs t<> Murray State students.
Briggs
and
and a Many
half ' ' Its definitely the best paying job in
The Student Program started out offering a years.
Stratton reg: 30-hour work week to Murray State students on other particiistered $1.3
•the Briggs and Stratton second shift., and has pants in the
the Murray area for a college
billion
in
broadened dramatically through the years.
Student
sales. Newby
· According to executives of the corporation, stu- Program
student - and the even~ng hours are
said students
dents are not the only ones who have benefited share his feelbenefit from
compatible for me. They appreciate
from the program. At the 16th annual Purchase ings towards
productivity
Area Industry Appreciation Dinner, Fredrick P. Briggs
and
awards that
Stratton, Jr. CEO and chairman of Briggs and Stratton.
us and we have excellent benefits. '' they receive
Stratton Corp., announced that the success of
A n g i e
twice
each
the program with Murray State has led manage· Haywood, who
year.
The
ment to mandate that all future plants be built has worked at
Joseph Lee
bonuses are
in college areas.
the plant for
awarded on
Today, approximately 150 Murray State stu· four
years,
June 15 and
dents work in machine operation and assembly also compliDec. 15.
at the local plant, which employs a total of 780 mented the company's interest in helping the
"In general, we look at the hours worked in a
workers. Students working for Briggs and students.
six month period and multiply that number by a
Stratton are offered a choice of working a 16, 24,
"Without Briggs and Stratton, it would have pay rate," Newby said. "Our last pay rate was
or 30-hour week. Wages ranged from the start- been hard to get the things I've gotten and do the $1.42."
ing pay of $5.50, to $8.36 an hour.
He explained that a 16-hour employee can
things I've done." Haywood emphasized the two·
Paul Newby, assistant human resources man· fold benefit of the program. "It keeps Briggs and work 408 hours in the six-month period, while a
ager of Briggs and Stratton, noted that students Stratton involved with the community, and they 24-hour employee can work 576 hours, and a 30working a 16-hour week can bring home between help students get a better start."
hour employee can work 738 hours.
BY AMY PONDER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
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Oct. 4 & 5
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom
It's a competition between
MSU and UT-Martin
The winner will be announced
at the Oct. 7 football game
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fJh.i~ i~ al~o a competition &etween di({eunl
ca.mp.u1. o~anization1.. fJfz.e winnin9
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"These hours can yield a significant bonus
check," Newby said.
"There's no where else you can get these kind
of bonuses and benefits," said Penny Workman
of Murray. "It's just a good company to work for."
Newby said that the company does have a lot
of tum-over, especially at the end of the semester. He said this benefits the corporation because
it keeps them from having to lay off workers.
Briggs and Stratton also offers paid co-ops and
internships in areas such as Occupational Safety
and Health Administration and electrical and
manufacturing engineering.
Newby said that the six-month internships
begin at the beginning of each semester. He said
that students usually intern as sophomores and
work in the electrical manufacturing department in designs and Business Improvement
Teams.
Students are then encouraged to go to school
for a semester before returning to the company.
He said after two years the student workers
start at the lowest skill rate of $9.20/hour.
Haywood, an environmental engineering
major, expressed her interest in the company's
dedication to these programs. Although Briggs
and Stratton doesn't offer an environmental coop she said she plans to work there as long as
she can after graduation.
"They work really well at getting us full time
jobs," Haywood said.
Cherry summarized the feeling of many students when he said, "We love to have them in
Murray. They are one of the best things that has
happened to us."
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Cruise The Internet.
No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding.
~

Full Internet Access
I

&

Access to your
CAMPUS network

&

Virtually no busy
signals

&

PC access from
your dorm, apartment,'
or home

&

Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the U.S.

Campus Office Address
Business Building 451B.

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
762-6570
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Campus Connection provides volunteer services
SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COLL(GE LIFE EotTOI

If you have a little extra time and
the inclination to lend a hand to those
in need, the department of American
Humanics is looking for you.
One of the components of American
Humanics is Campus Connection, a
volunteer center on campus which
offers students, faculty and staff volunteer opportunities with 17 different
organizations.
Shannon Hall, volunteer coordinator
for Campus Connection, said volunteers are matched with organizations
which will best utilize their skills.
Hall said beginning in October,
Campus Connection and Needline, an
organization which provides local
short-term assistance programs, will
sponsor the fifth annual Project
Harvest food drive.

The project will collect
food for needy families
in the area.
Earlier this month the
department of American
Humanics in conjunction
with
Boone's
Cleaners sponsored a
"Coats for Kids" drive.
According
to
an
American
Humanics
publication, last year's
drives resulted in the
collection and distribution of 1,200 food items.
Approximately
1,000
coats were collected,
cleaned and distributed as a result of students can receive a minor or take
the "Coats for Kids" project.
as electives.
Roger Weis, director of American
In addition to the many volunteer
opportunities
offered
through Humanics said a Youth Agency
American Humanics, there are also a Administration minor is available
number of classes offered in which through the Americ~ Humanics

department.
"We focus on something called service
learning which means
students develop projects that provide service to the community
and use skills they learn
in class," Weis said.
Ross Leigh, sophomore
from Owensboro, said
his YAA minor and work
with
American
Humanics projects gives
him a chance to help
children.
"This gives me the
opportunity to help people as they are
growing up and moving through life,"
Leigh said. "I want to give them a good
footing and help them to grow into the
best adults they can be."
.Sandy Stone, freshman from

Paducah, said her group volunteer
work has helped her to become better
acquainted with her classmates, but it
has also given her something else.
"It gives me a chance to help people,
especially children, who don't have
control over the situation they may be
in," Stone said. "' feel I have been
given so much and that I need to give
back in any way that I can."
The coats collected during this
year's "Coats for Kids" drive will be
distributed
Saturday
at
the
Community Resource Fair which will
be from 9 a m. until 3 p.m. in the
Currie Center.
The fair will offer health and dental
screenings, and entertainment activities such as karate demonstrations.
For more information on the department of American Humanics contact
Roger Weis at 762-3808.

Students find practical, Forensics team increases,
comfortable fall fashions prepares for dramatic season
BY MANDY WOLF
COLLEGE LIFE

EDITOR

High fashion models strut
the runway in the lastest fall
fashions adorned with feathers,
jewels, and satin. Most of us,
however, are never going to
wear these glittering creations.
With fall rapidly approaching, students scurry to fmd
practical, warm clothing.
Karen Hoard, sophomore frm
Madisonville, said she likes to
wear baggy sweatshirts, longsleeve tee-shirts and jeans.
"They're comfortable and
warm," Hoard said.
Sarah Oliver, sophomore
from East Prairie, Mo., opts to
wear khaki pants and a buttondown shirt in the fall. She also
likes to wear a light wool
sweater.
Usually, I try to buy big
sweaters because they're cute
and comfortable but they can
still have a dressy side," Oliver
said.
Mark Walker, senior from
Toronto, Canada, also likes to
dress carefully in the colder
season.
"I dress casual to be comfortable, but not too sloppy,"
Walker said. "I don't want to
seem like I don't care about
myself."
Walker said the winters in
Kentucky are different than
those in Canada.
"The winter season here is
shorter," Walker said. "It's
colder longer there, so here I
can wear my shorts until
October or longer."

"In the fall,
I love to wear
Levi's
and
sweatshirts,"
said Rachel
Boone, freshman from St.
Louis.
"I
think
they
look cute."
Boone said
she purchases
most of her
clothing at
Dillard's or
Famous Barr
department
stores.
Beverly
c 0 0 k '
Andy Lee/ Staff
senior from Melissa Cobb, senior from White Plains, shows her
Cottage fashion sense with a smart plaid skirt and jacket.
Hills, lll.,
enjoys
and windy the next."
wearing sweaters in cooler
Nichols said she opens her
weather.
window to see what the weathI like bulky cotton sweaters er is like before dressing in the
in earthtone colors because morning.
they're comfortable and casuDoug Perry, senior from
al," Cook said. "I don't like to Cincinnati, said his personal
dress up."
style is wearing flannel.
"I wear what's comfortable,"
"The best thing to wear in the
said Matt Sanders, junior from fall is flannel," Perry said. "You
West Frankfort, m. "I care how have to start wearing wool
it looks, but if its not comfort- socks with your Birks and
able, it doesn't work for me."
you've got to have jeans."
Cheryl Nichols, junior from
James Eason, sophomore
Diamond Bar, Ca., said she from Simpson, Ill., said he
found the weather in Kentucky wears sock hats when it turns
challenging.
cold.
"I thought the weather was
"My head gets cold," Eason
strange in southern California, said.
but Kentucky weather tops it
So keep those comfortable
by far," Nichols said. "I never sweatshirts and jeans looking
knew the temperature could be nice... they will be in style for
hot and humid one day and cold quite a long time.

BY REBECCA DOUTT
SfNfWlmJ

Communication and social skills are often
developed by students outside of the classroom;
however, members of the University forensics
team use these skills to compete in tournaments across Kentucky, and in surrounding

in the St. Louis invttatlOIUil••-~·
Dr. c. Rae Coel, diniCtolror~-.-~~~~~~4UMil
has several golli• and

states.
The team participates in various speech categories ranging from duo interpretation, a
short dramatic scene between two people; to
e:rlemporaneous speaking, a speech prepared
and presented in a short amount of time on a
given subject; to cross-examination debate. The
competition is individualized, with each person
in a particular category competing with every
other person in that category.
The team bas experienced a significant
increase in members this year.
David Yastremski, assistant director of
forensics, $aid the growth has been very
enco~giDa (!t the team.

!IW&..have~JO rnembeN1hi11 yea~

five to eight members in the immediate past,"
Yastremski said. "In the past ten years there
baa been a strong presence of MSU students
both at the state and national level. We plan to
continue that.'"
AI Mason, freshman from Ow~nsboro, said he
is C()nfident in the team's anility to compete
and win their tournaments.
"We look very strong this year," Mason .aid.
"We look f01"W.ard to having a great year."
The team plans to compete in several tournaments this semester. They will compete at
Morehead State University, Transylvania
University,
Georgetown
College
and
Owensboro Community College. Their first
tournament will be Oct. 20 at Morehead State
University.
The team will at.o be traveling to St. Louis
for a large invitational tournament.
Ya~msk;i said there will be approximately
500 individual entries and 150 debate entries

Hemp Coalition to educate
with entertainment festival
Jones, Uncle Boshnie and the Groovish Review,
Ape City, Rubber Band, and Trippin' Lizard.
"Hopefully we can educate some people that
As the controversy over hemp legalization is come to the festival; they are not just going to
becoming more hotly debated throughout the hang out and listen to music," said Roehme. "We
country, a local grass roots organization is want to get them out there so they can see for
attempting to further people's enlightenment on themselves what is being done with the plant."
the issue.
The Hemp Coalition's members are very optiThe Hemp Coalition has planned an informa- mistic about what has been informally named
tive and entertaining festival on Saturday, Oct. Hemp Fest '95.
7, at Cutchin Field from 2:30p.m. until midnight
"I believe this festival will get the student body
in hopes to educate the community about hemp, and communjty aware about what is going on
more commonly known as marijuana.
with the hemp movement," said member Shaun
The group plans to have an information table Hally.
and bulletin board set up in order to cite inforIt was founded last year in hopes to unite stumation about hemp, including various uses of dents who each share the desire to legalize hemp
economic and medicinal value.
for consumer use.
Members of the Hemp Coalition will also be
Roehme said he is always excited about the
present to help promote the festival and answer prospect of new members and the group is very
any questions people may have about hemp.
serious about the hemp movement.
"People just do not know what the plant itself
"Our group is very political about it [hemp)
is all about. We are trying to educate everyone and we are not even talking about recreational
on the uses of this plant and the benefits it can use; that is the tum off to some people," said
bring to the state and the country," said Steve Roehme. "But the ones who are really interestRoehme, founder of the University's Hemp ed in helping out other people can stick around."
Coalition.
The Hemp Coalition invites all students to
Roehme said the day is not limited to strictly attend Hemp Fest '95, no matter what their
educational activities.
stance on the issue.
The festival will also have eight bands per"I do not just want people to come out and
forming, as well as booths selling a variety of enjoy the music-they are going to do that anyitems such as jewelry. The group also hopes that way," said Roehme. "I want them to pick up
they will be permitted to sell concessions.
some of the pamphlets, check out the informaThe performing bands will be Kon-tra-band, tion board, and listen to what the speakers have
Solid Rocket Boosters, Homemade Chili, Mixed to say."
BY MOLLy WILLIS

R£POtTEI

Andy Lee/Staff

Doug Perry, senior from Cincinnati, and his dog Katie take a break from an Intense round of
golf to rest In the Quad.

I111prov troop to audition actors
BY MANDY WOLF
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Have you ever wanted to try
your hand at theater but never
had the chance? A new impro·
visational theater troop is looking for you.
The troop is holding auditions for new actors on Sunday,
Oct. 1 at 8 p.m. in room 310B in

Wilson Hall.
Amy Boyd, production manager for the still un-named
troop, said they are looking for
six actors.
The troop plans to visit area
high schools to recruit for the
University and the theater
department, as well as educate
students in socially controversial topics.

"We started it as a way to
educate other students in a
way they normally wouldn't
be," Boyd said.
The troop will write their
own scripts and perform improvisational skits.
Those wishing to audition for
the troop should wear comfortable clothes and be prepared
for improvisational games.
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Former scout helps save injured Phi Beta Lambda
can't go into a state of shock or be
scared,"
he said. "You've got to do
I don't consider myself a
what you can."
Jeff Piskos, junior from Paris,
"It seemed like three hours before
hero in any way. I just
Tenn., dropped out of Boy Scouts
the frrst ambulance came,"Piskos
consider myself
shortly after reaching Weeblow stasaid.
tus.
While waiting for the rescue squad
a friend.
He admits that the only reason he
to get the last of the cheerleaders,
joined was to go camping. He did,
including Vaughn, out of the van,
however, come away with what
Piskos and others talked to to the
turned out to be one important
Jeff Piskos injured cheerleaders to help them
skill-emergency first aid.
maintain consciousness.
"I never was a gung-ho Boy
"There was lots of sadness," Piskos
Scout," Piskos said. "I was kind of
recalled. "It was like your worst
one that just liked to go on camping
nightmare come true."
anxious to get there," Piskos remembered.
trips, but they said I had to learn frrst aid."
Between
the activity and tragedy Piskos
"All of a sudden it was just like a big
Despite his confession of not being a first POW!" he said. "The van started swaying recalled one touching incident.
class Boy Scout, Piskos drew upon those from side to side and we were rooting for
"During the wreck Miranda (Niles) was
experiences to help a friend in need. Using them to hold on. Then they went from one hurt, but not seriously injured, she was
his resourcefulness and scouting skills, side of the highway to the other and then out in the street walking around," he said. ·
Piskos used a sweatshirt as a tourniquet to down into the ditch, and at first it just "I remember looking at her and she just
stem the flow of blood from cheerleader rolled over one time and I thought it was- smiled back at me and it was just a wonBrandon Vaughn's arm.
n't going to be that bad."
derful feeling," Piskos said. "And later, just
Piskos and two other men were follow"When the van came back up on all fours going to the hospital with those who
ing the van of cheerleaders when a tire on I knew that there were some people hurt weren't critically injured and knowing they
the van blew out on the way home from the badly," he said. .
were going to be all right was the best feelNCAA championships last March.
"Then it was just like 'we've got to help ing in the world. It was a miracle."
"At the time I didn't think learning first them." Piskos said. "It was a Rambo
Piskos got to see Vaughn at a party at
aid was a big deal," Piskos said. "I never instinct or something. We ran over there the beginning of the semester.
thought I'd have to use it."
and looked inside and there' was bleeding
"We hugged and talked for a while and
When he saw the extent of Vaughn's but nothing real bad. Then I saw Mike
he
was showing me his arm. It was a good
injury, Piskos knew he had to do some- Young, and he was . . . bleeding profusely
feeling,"
Piskos said. "Before we were just
thing and his earlier training served him from the head and trying to get out of the
friends,
but
we never really hung out. Now
well.
van. We got him out and laid h im on the
we know each other quite a bit more."
"I just asked myself, 'How can I help this ground and that's when l noticed
Piskos doesn't consider himself a hero.
person?" Piskos said.
Brandon's arm and how bad it was cut. The
"I
just always believe that when somePiskos and two other men were following only thing I could think of was to wrap it
one's
in need you help them as much as
up,"
Piskos
said.
the van of cheerleaders just before a tire on
you're
able to," Piskos said. "Anybody
the van blew out.
Piskos said he went back to the truck
would've
done that in a similar situation. I
and
grabbed
a
sweatshirt,
tying
it
around
"We were just cruising down the highdon't
consider
myself a hero in any way. I
Vaughn's
arm
tightly.
way and talking about what we were going
just
consider
myself
a friend."
"When
something
happens
like
that,
you
to do when we got home and how we were

Bv jENNIFER

PoTTER

'

STAff WRITU

'

wins four awards
Bv SARAH

WIGHT

REPORTER

When Phi Beta Lambda, a
national business fraternity,
went to Florida last July. the
group had more on their
minds than beaches and tans.
The eight-member team
represented the University at
the National Leadership
Conference and brought
home four national awards,
including two first place
awards.
Jennifer Taylor, Phi Beta
Lambda president, earned a
first place award for parliamentary procedure. Taylor
was also the chair for the
Parliamentary
Procedure
team for the University,
which received a second place
national trophy.
Mike Williams, senior from
Sparta ill., was awarded Mr.
Future Business Executive.
Allison Burgess.. senior
from Murray, won the fourth
award for the Univeristy
team by placing fourth in the
business
communications
division.
"' was proud of the group of
students who attended," said
Ginny Richardson, faculty
advisor for Phi Beta Lambda.
"They looked and acted like
business professionals, and
were excellent role models for
future business leaders. They
represented Murray State
University very well."
The National Leadership
Conference is the major competition of the year for the
members of Phi Beta
Lambda. It hosted 1500 students representing 37 states.
To be eligible for national
competition, members must

compete and win at the state
level.
"As far as professional
experiences go. this conference is probably the most
worthwhile competition to
which a young future business leader could be exposed,"
Richerson said. "Corporate
executives from companies
such as Wal-Mart, Hilton,
Ponderosa Steakhouse and
Universal Studios were there
... as judges for the competitions."
The National Leadership
Conference is not the only
competitive opportunity Phi
Beta Lambda offers its members.
"We attend conferences
throughout the year." Taylor
said. ''There are a lot of opportunities to travel and it's a
good way to get information.
It gives you a chance to compete and find out how you
measure up nationally."
Phi Beta Lambda members
attend meetings on the first
Tuesday of every month, giving students interested in the
business field the opportunity
to hear professional lectures
and shadow professionals in
the business world.
"We participate in the 'Go
for the Gold' program which
is a ten step process aimed at
covering all the bases to make
sure we have a well rounded
chapter," said Taylor.
Taylor said the organization participates in social,
service, fund-raising and
environmental activities as
part of this program.
"It is a great resume builder
and you get a lot of hands on
experience. It has a lot ofbenefits,n said Taylor.

Go Racers ·!

Penny Power
Would like to congratulate their Gamma Alpha
pledge class
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the best ever!

MATT BOONE

SHANE McMILLIAN

MARK CARPENTER

jOHN REDINA

DEREK FOGLE

TIM TOOLEY

&
BOBBY GOEBEL

Pledge Educator: j.1son Farthing

THE MEMBERS OF THE
AMERICAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ASSOCIATI.ON AAE WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE THEIR
NOMINEE FOR 1995
HOMECOMING QUEEN
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.Racers 4-0, ready for 111ore
Nutt steadies 15th-ranked team for APSU; Hampton keys defense
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Coach Nutt's Chalkboard
How the MSU offensive line has been opening holes for Racer running backs

Things have continued to roll
like fullback David McCann:
for the Murray State football
machine as it heads into
MTSU
Saturday's confrontation with
Defense
Austin Peay State Saturday at
6:30 p.m. in Clarksville, Tenn.,
and no one is more concerned
than head coach Houston Nutt
about keeping the wheels on.
The Racers, 4-0 and 2-0 atop
the Ohio Valley Conference
standings, moved up to 14th in
The Sports Network Division 1AA poll after Saturday's 34-0
drubbing of Middle Tennessee
State in Murfreesboro.
Nutt is pleased to be undeMSU O'ffenu
feated, but is keeping his players focused on the task at hand
to prevent a letdown againsl
the Governors (1-3, 0-1 OVC),
who boast the league's best
passing attack.
"We don't take as much stock
The FB on the ..dive" works off the blocka of the RG, RT and TE. As the RT slams down on the OT
in polls during the season as we
and the TE reaches thmugh the DE to get the LB, the RG pulls to push out the DE.
do at the end of the season,"
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Ecitor
Nutt said. "We need to keep the
same levels of concentration
Cornerback
William the front can help us out," there playing again," Hutch
and intensity that we had Hampton and defensive end Hampton said. "If they keep said. "I didn't imagine we'd
against Middle."
Anthony Hutch have been getting pressure on the quar- beat them like that, but when
The defense continues to lead instrumental for the defense.
terback and make him throw you play hard, good things usuthe charge for MSU. The unit
Hampton, ajuniorfrom Little before he wants to, that makes ally happen."
achieved its second-straight Rock, Ark., had two tackles, an the secondary's job easier."
The offense, which outgained
shutout, having extended their interception, three pass defensHutch, a junior from South MTSU 437-118 in total yards,
scoreless streak to 11 quarters es and a 50-yard punt return Fulton, Tenn., was glad to be a was led by the offensive line.
while not allowing a touchdown for a touchdown against the part of the win against MTSU Junior quarterback Mike
since the season-opener at Blue Raiders. Hampton praises after watching from the side- Cherry had time to complete 13
Western Kentucky. The Racers the new defensive alignment, lines while nursing a torn knee of 23 passes for 196 yards and
lead the nation in total defense as it helps the defensive backs ligament as the Blue Raiders one touchdown, while running
made a come-from-behind 23- backs David McCann and
and are second in scoring in covering the pass.
defense and third in pass effi"It (stopping APSU) is going 21 victory last year in Murray. Derrick Cullors combined for
ciency defense.
to ride on the secondary, but
"I was happy just to be out 196 yards rushing.

McCann, a junior from
Elizabethtown, has been automatic on the dive play in shortyardage situations, and he
praises his linemen for clearing
his path down the field.
"The line's play has been
superb," McCann said. "They've
been together for a while and
when we've needed them to
take it to a higher level, they've
dominated the opposition." .

BY

ScoTT NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF WllfTH

Scott Nanney/Staff

Rifle teaiD openS in 4th
Hicks shot a round of 1158
with the smallbore rifle to pace
' ' · We didn t train as hard or as much as
the Racers, and plans to raise
With their first meet of the
his high marks to bolster the
we usually do before the first meet, so
season under their holster, the
team's output.
we need some work.
Murray State rifle team pre"We have plenty of time to
improve," Hicks said. "I would
pares to make their return to
national prominence starting
like to finish in the 1160s (in
''
Saturday against Jacksonville
smallbore) at Jacksonville, and
State in Jacksonville, Ala.
Elvis Green hopefully the team will get betThe Racers' gold and blue
ter as a whole."
squads finished fourth and
Team captain Amanda Stone,
sixth, scoring 6048 and 5966 points, schedule to give his squad additional praca junior from Wyoming, Mich.,
respectively, in their home opener tice time in preparation for the spring.
fired the Racers' top score in the air rifle
Saturday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in
"We didn't train as hard or as much as category with a 382. Stone is pleased that
Stewart Stadium.
we usually do before the first meet, so we her teammates have buckled down with a
Kentuckys blue team won with 6170 need some work," Green said. "I'm not dis- positive outlook after their first competipoints, while Tennessee Tech and UK's appointed; it (the meet) is just a measuring tion of the year.
white squad placed second and third with stick to tell us how far we need to go."
"Nobody's really upset about last weekA surprise for the Racers was freshman end," Stone said. wrhe team has a more
scores of 6119 and 6102, respectively.
Ken Hicks. The native of Morrison, Colo. serious approach to practice and now we
Tennessee-Martin shot a 6011 for fifth.
Head coach Elvis Green is not concerned responded to his entry on the first team by know what we need to work on to accomwith )oases during the fall, as he uses the leading MSU with a 1533 aggregate score. plish our goals for the season."
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR
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Pigskin
revival
sparks
campus
Students alive
with gridiron
excitement

Grogan
leads
golfers

Hurray State rifle team member Chris Cardwell, a sophomore from Parma, Mich., takes aim during the Racers' first meet of the
1995-96 season Friday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range In Stewart Stadium.

tm

Thanks to a medal-winning
performance from sophomore
Adam Grogan, Murray State's
men's golf squad captured first
place in the Acordia of
Louisville/Western Kentucky
Collegiate Golf Classic at the
Summit Country Club Tuesday
in Owensboro.
Grogan,
from
Murray,
grabbed first-place honors in
the tournament by shooting a
two-under 214 for the threeday competition.
The win gave the Racers
their second straight victory,
the first coming in the MSU's
McDonald's/Peoples
First
Intercollegiate
at
Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Head coach Buddy Hewitt
was pleased with his squad's
clutch effort.
"I was nervous the whole
time, as anyone would be when
your in contention for first
place," Hewitt said. "But I was
pleased with they way the
players took on the challenge of
this tournament."
Grogan led a Racer squad
who finished the three-round
tournament with a score of
884, five strokes better than
second place Xavier, who finished with an 889.
With a three-shot lead entering the final round, Grogan
fired a two-over par 74
Tuesday, finishing with a 214
(71-69-74), two strokes better
than Xavier's Steve Dixon.
For Grogan, it was a relief to
earn his first top finish.
"It felt good," he said. "I was
telling the guys all week before
we left. (for the tournament)
that this was going to be a big
step for us."
Murray State will swing
back into action when they
visit Memphis for the Kroger
Intercollegiate next month.

In the Los Angeles metropolitan area, football fans
are disillusioned and disheartened by the ongoing
triaVsaga of gridiron legend
0. J. Simpson as well as the
departure of both National
Football ~--------~
League S POR T S
franchises, T A LK
the Rams
St. ~------~
to
Louis and MIKE
t
h
e 0HSTROM
Raiders...__ _ _ __,
back to Oakland.
Small world.
Deep in the heart of roundball country, third-year head
coach Houston Nutt and his
blossoming football program
bas resuscitated Murray
State football fans across
western Kentucky, most of
whom have been accustomed
to attending the first Racer
home game of each year to
see just how bad MSU was
going to be for the new season. Meanwhile, as they suffered through another dismal season, the MSU faithful would anxiously count
down the days until the
men's basketball team
opened their schedule.
Yes, there is a majot buzz
in the Purchase area about
the 15th-ranked, undefeated
Racers. You can feel it in the
brisk fall air. You can see it
as the team works its way
through another challenging
Nutt practice session. You
can hear it in the excitement
of the voices of WBLN
(Murray) radio commentators Neal Bradley and Sam
Rickman. But most importantly, you can sense it
across the MSU campus.
The football team is all the
rage with students, faculty
and staff alike. There have
been complaints about missing the game on the radio,
and most of those who have
ju,mped on the bandwagon do
not just want to find out the
score, but where the Racers
are going to be ranked.
The margin of MSU's four
victories have astonished
even the most unlikely football enthusiasts. The aggressive defense designed by
Nutt has Racer followers
boasting about the squad's
high national statistics. The
additions of quarterback
Mike Cherry and tailback
Derrick Cullors have supercharged the potent offensive
unit, bringing out eager
MSU fans to both home and
away games in droves.
In other words, get ready
for a new attendance record
(or three) in the next couple
of weeks. MSU, who should
contain Austin Peay's (1-3, 01 in conference play) leagueleading passing attack
Saturday in Clarksville,
Tenn., will host TennesseeMartin and then Morehead
State for Homecoming. The
Racers could be 8-0 going
into a showdown with
Eastern Kentucky Nov. 4.
Starting off on the right
foot is key to a new school
year, and the football team
has
done
just
that.
Community pride has rallied
behind the Racers, and none
could be prouder (with the
exception ofNutt) than those
involved with Murray State
University.
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Racers suffer controversial
loss; prepare for OVC hunt
still1-1 in the conference, so we
have a lot of playing to do.
"This weekend is an impor·
A trip to Death Valley looms tant trip. It's tough getting in
on the horizon for the Murray and out of the van to play, but
State volleyball team, and the we're looking forward to it."
Against the Governors, the
Racers are still trying to gather
themselves from a 15-13, 12-15, Racers were right in the thick
15-5, 16-14 loss to Austin Peay of the match, as they battled
APSU in the fourth set. When
Tuesday in Clarksville, Tenn.
The Racers (3-7) travel to the Governors took the lead at
play Eastern Kentucky Friday 15-14, Bowlin complained
at 6 p.m. in Richmond, and about a lift by an APSU player.
Morehead State Saturday at Bowlin, who had received a yellow card for disputing a previnoon in Morehead.
Head coach Brenda Bowlin ous line call, was given a red
feels the team needs to carve its card, which awarded APSU the
own identity on the heels oflast winning point.
MSU's effort was powered by
year's OVC runner-up squad,
and can use the road campaign the performances of setter
Kristi Hoffman and outside hitto its advantage.
"We need to re-establish our- ter Wendy Gibson.
Hoffman, a sophomore from
selves," Bowlin said. "We're
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

Dexter, Mo., scored five kills,
45 assists, 27 digs and two
blocks. Hoffman is well on pace
to break the MSU career assist
record this year, but that honor
is hardly on her mind when she
enters the arena.
"I don't even think about any
records," Hoffman said. "I just
work on giving the team good
sets so we can get the kills we
need to win."
Gibson, a junior college
transfer from Champaign, lll.,
is concerned about the Racers'
slow start, but has learned how
this season has mirrored that
of last year. MSU concluded its
1994 nonconference schedule 610 before ripping the OVC with
a 14-2 league record, good
enough for second place in the
regular season.

Soccer club kicks off

Chris Bailey, a sophomore
forward from Murray, scored
a goal and two assists to push
The Murray State Club the 'B' team over the bump.
Soccer Select pro~ opened Bailey's teammates, most of
its inaugural season in style whom are fellow members of
"I'm surprised that we're 3-7,
as
the men's teams took to Alpha Tau Omega, are famil~
but I think we can get there,"
Cutchin
Field Sunday.
iar with each other, a quality
Gibson said. "I know we're realThe
'B'
team
defeated
the
'E'
which helps with teamwork.
ly good and we can go really
team
6--4
in
a
forfeit,
as
the
'E'
"'We've played together in
far, but we're just not winning."
squad did not have enough high school," Bailey said. "fm
APSU downs Lady Racers
players show up. Still, the 'E' friends with everyone and
players lead 2-1 at halftime.
most of us are in the same fraThe Racers volleyball team dropped
The 'B' team roared back, ternity, so we're really close as
their second straight match with a
loss to the Austin Peay Governors
scoring three straight goals to a team."
on Tuesday. The Racers play
The 'D' team waa idle, but
open the second stanza to take
tonight at Eastern Kentucky.
control of the match. 'B' goalie the 'A' and 'C' teams met, with
Here's the box score vs. APSU:
Kyle Parish, a senior from the 'C' squad winning &-2.
Calvert
City, was glad that his
The women's teams scrimMSU 13 15 5 14
teammates aggressively in the maged after the men's conASU 15 12 15 16
tests in preparation for a
second period.
MSU (3-7, 1· 1 OVC) APSU (8-6)
"'We just weren't playing home-and-home series with
MSU Team Leaders:
really well knowing this was a Western Kentucky's female
Kills- Stephanie Diebold (20)
Aaalata- Kristi Hoffman (45)
forfeit and a friendly game," soccer ctub.
Acee- KrlsU
Wendy
Gibson(2(2))
· h , wh o made seven
Select lem
~"ale p1ayers m
. the
DigsHoffman
881'd p ana
7
Blocks- Kristi Hoffman (2)
saves. "'We were being lazy club will be chosen to play
Source: MSU Athletics
and we wanted to develop our WKU Oct. 15 and then travel
Chad e. Holder/Graphics EditOr .__at_ta_c_kin_'
_g_skills_·_."_ _ _ _ _ _to_Bo_w_li_ng_G_re_e_n_O_ct_._2_1._ ___.
BY MIICE 0HSTROM
SPons Eon01t

Gemmill, Lady Racers ace MTSU meet
BY BRIAN SMITH
Wama

STAFF

The Murray State women's tennis
team had a productive weekend at the
Middle Tennessee State University
Invitational in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
No MSU player made it past the
semifinals in their respective draws,
but the Lady Racers came roaring
back in the consolation flights.

Freshman Amy Gemmill lost in the
first round of her bracket, but came
back to win the flight three consolation draw 7-5, 6-4 over Tennessee
Tech's Niki Keenan.
"I was really happy to start ofT my
collegiate career with a tournament
win, even if it was in a consolation
tournament." Gemmill said. "There
was a lot of tough competition, but I
got into a groove and let the other

players make the mistakes, and I won
the tournament."
Juniors DeAnna Carroll and Renea
Cates both made it to the semifinals of
their flight consolation rounds.
Freshman Brooke Berryman got to the
second round of the flight two bracket,
where she played the eventual champion Massomeh En ami of Kentucky 64, 6-1, closer than anyone else in the
tournament. Junior college transfer

Jennifer Jones also had an impressive
showing by making it to the semifinals
of the flight four bracket.
The Lady Racers doubles combinations came through with strong wins
Sept. 15 against Indiana State in
Evansville. However, no pairing made
it past the second round of the two
doubles brackets at MTSU, which concerned coach Connie Keasling.
"Our doubles play did not come

through for us the way I expected, but
on the second day we really picked up
our singles play." Keasling said. "If we
are able to get out to a strong start
instead of a slow one we are going to
be tough to beat.This weekend, after
the first round matches, we cleaned up
in the consolation draws."
The Lady Racers will play at the
Tennessee Tech Invitational Oct. 7-8
in Cookeville, Tenn.

* Here's your chance to get involved *
and see what SGA is all about!

"Broke My Chainr'

~eGA @JPrelJ), lBJ(f)TJJ&re

No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones...
See the clewetry Repair Specialist ·

Oct. 3, SGA Office

5-7 P-.m.

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
~-Friday

Dixieland Cenler
759-1141

10 a.m. • 8 p.m.

· "Where your ideas turn to gold.;,

~EB

SEA/liS

Retail Dealer Store

A Great Place to Shop

Electronics

Appliances

&

TV's • VCR's - Camcorders
Range - Refigerators
Washer - Dryer

Does the opportunity to
exercise your skills in
decision-making,
computers and
in speaking
with self-confidence
interest you?

Qualified Candidates must
*Be self-motivated
•Perform in Extremely
Active Environments
•Interact Well With Others
•work Some Overtime
and Saturdays

Belair Shopping Center
9 I 2 S. I lth St
St:H(· H'
~i c1

m - (,

m

Stmd.~y

BEEF ·

&11. RESUMES m
H.R. Dept.

Qalaxy Cablevlslon
1718 Barlow Rd.
Wickliffe, KY 42087

d'

r~

ROA

,---------------------------~

State-of-the-art working environment
Rapidly evolving hlgh-teeh indwatry
Llmltless op~rtunlty

SEARS

rv1onrJay- S;lflWLly

REGU---

1 · 5 p rn

•

HAVE YOU STRAINED A
MUSCLE RECENTLY???
We are studying an investigational medication
for the relief of large muscle pain.

You may qualify for this study if you:
• are between 18 & 55 years of age
• Come for treatment within 24 - 72 hours of pain
onset (96 hours for w~ekend injury)
• Do not have a history of allergy or hypersensitivity
to NSAIDS (aspirin related medications)

There's nothing regular about Arby's Regular
Roast Beef sandwich. Lean, tender and juicy
roast beef, slow roasted to perfection each day
in our stores, then sliced fresh to order and
piled high on a toasted sesame seed
r:nirniim~llll~~~.l
bun. Now only 99¢ for a limited time.

You will receive all study related
care at no charge, including:
Doctor visits
oo Exams and Evaluations
oo Study Medication
oo

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

and
oo

Up to $50 for participating

Four Rivers Clinical
Research, Inc.
$1 off golf ft•t•s "ith this ad at Sulli\'an·s
E'pin·' IU-6

(502) 753-5732
100 N. 6th St. Murray

I
I
I
I

Up to four Reg. Roast Beef sandwiches

9 9 11"/t Q·l.
L-----------.. .
I

with coupon

Expires 10/6

'--

:

(+tax)

:.J
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Cross country teams run 4th Sports
Roberts, Doty move from interim positions to head coaching jobs
the efforts of both coaches, as
the cross country squad has
SPORTS EDITOR
moved into position as an Ohio
Front-runners
Jason Valley Conference contender.
McKinney and Charmaine The track team has started its
Thomas continue to pace the fall workout schedule.
Murray State men's and wom"Coach Doty and Coach
en's cross country teams, as Roberts have both served
each squad took fourth place at Murray State in outstanding
the
Mississippi
State fashion, and I feel that they are
Invitational
Saturday in going to be outstanding leaders
Starkville, Miss.
of our track and field and cross
Meanwhile, Rachelle Roberts country programs this year,"
received full-time status as the Strickland said.
cross country head coach after
The cross country teams are
serving as the interim skipper gearing up for conference comduring the flrst three meets of petition at Saturday's Austin
the season. Assistant Bob Doty Peay
Invitational
in
was named as the new track Clarksville, Tenn., where they
head coach, replacing Wayne will face APSU, Tennessee
Pate, who left both posts at Tech,
Tennessee-Martin,
MSU to become the assistant Middle Tennessee State and
track coach at Purdue.
Arkansas State in both races
MSU athletic director Mike and Southeast Missouri State
Strickland is impressed with and Vanderbilt in the men's
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

competition. Roberts is excited
about her runners' chances for
success at the invitational.
"I thirik the women can win
the meet this weekend,"
Roberts said. "rm looking forward to seeing what both teams
can do in our first crack against
OVC schools."
McKinney, a sophomore from
Georgetown, Ill ., placed second
out of 40 participants at
Mississippi State by finishing
the eight kilometers in 25:30,
only two seconds behind
Louisiana Tech's Damon
Curtis. McKinney considers
himself fortunate to be able to
lead the team by example, as
he praises his teammates for
fulfilling their roles.
"It helps having the support
of the guys," McKinney said.
"The juniors like Todd Duff and
Mike Rodgers do the leading

Notebook

and the freshman are coming in
and helping in a big way, and
when you combine all that, it
gives a great team aspect to
pursuing our individual goals."
Thomas, a senior from St.
John's, Antigua, continues to
shine in her fust season of
cross country. Thomas placed
13th in the women's five-kilometer race with a run of 19:20,
three seconds faster than her
effort the week before at
Bowling Green. Thomas is also
growing used to her leadership
position as the year progresses.
"I got a real confidence boost
(at Mississippi State) because I
have trouble with longer distances," she said. "At first, I
was skeptical about it (leadership) because it's hard to be a
motivational leader when
you've been just a member of
the team for so long."

Amy Gemmill and William Hampton have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Gemmill, a freshman from Westerville, Ohio, won the
flight three consolation bracket Sunday at the Middle
Tennessee State Invitational in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Gemmill earned her first collegiate tennis title by beating
Tennessee Tech's Niki Keenan 7-5, 6-4 in the final.
Hampton, a junior cornerback from Little Rock, Ark., led
the Murray State football team in its 34-0 victory over
MTSU Saturday In Murfreesboro. Hampton tallied two tackles, an interception, three pass defenses and a SO-yard punt
return for a touchdown. Hampton's score was the first by a
Racer since James Burr took back a blocked punt by Pete
Hoston for a 28-yard punt return touchdown against
Morehead State In 1989.
The intramural softball playoff season has arrived,
with tournament play ending this weekend.
Alpha Tau Omega won the fraternity division regular season title with a 5-1 record, with the 4-1 Sigma Chi team
placing second in the standings. The Power Rangers men's
competitive crown went to Team Bozack, who finished with
a S-1 record. The Mighty Morphins' men's pennant was won
by the 4-1 Mudcats, while Sigma Sigma Sigma and Alpha
Omicron Pi won a bye in the women's bracket.
In other campus recreation news, Friday is the entry
deadline for flag football and tennis doubles.

Men's tennis team opens year
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State men's tennis team
opened its 1995-96 campaign in style last
weekend at the Jackson Good Morning
Rotary Club Invitational

he lost to Memphis' Josh Byrk 6-3, 6-4.
Hiort played his way to the semifmals of
the "A" division, but came up short to
MTSU's Anthony Deluise 6-0, 6-3.
The Racers will hold the MSU
Invitational Saturday and Sunday.

The combination of Pontus Hiort and
Chris Hayden won the division "B" title,
while Eric Gressman and partner Shane
McMillan took the "C" division.
In singles play, Brad Smith reached the
consolation finals of the "D" bracket, where

A om is Proud to Announce
Hal Cunningham~
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Looking fora single white male
with a great sense of humor.
Call 762·2108· ask tor the
redhead with the trashy tat·
toosl

Congratulations to the Alpha
GammaDelta, Beta Zeta pledge
class officers· Holly Hom· Presi·
dent, Lisa Clark-Vice President,
Kristin Wessel· Secretary, VanessaCspps· Treasurer, Shelby
Hamilton· Activities Chairman,
Jessica Russell· Ritual Chair·
man, Nikki Scott- Scrapbook
Chairman, Michelle Skorzak,
Fran Sanders· Guards, Jennifer
~ummers, Becky Sullenger,
Murphy·
Jr.
Shannon
Panhellenic Representatives

Toldyal'dgetyouback,Ralney.

Eam $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips &
Go Freel Best Trips &
Prices! Cancuh, Jamaica,
Florida! Spring Break Travel!
1-800-678-6386

$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities &
Student Organizations.
Yollve seen credit card
tundraisers before, but
you've never seen the
Citlbank fund raiser that pays
$5,00 per application. Call
Donna at 1-8()()..932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive a FREE camera.

To our !IXA Watermelon Bust
Coaches: Thanks for the great
time at Bust! We loved the
bowling and dice! Love, the
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

Good luck Racer football. 4012·0 OVCI We're proud of
you! MSU Cheer1eaders
Leprechaun· Oh what a feel·
jng, Toyota· Tubi
Amos, Cowbell, Cowboy, and.
Wlldwoman, watch outl Big
Guns
Attention· Rick Trevino, Tracy
Lawrence, and David Ball will.
be in concert at MSU on Nov.
12. Sponsored b~ SGA
Can't get enough of those
Chocolate recipes!
Pencil

AOO wants to say thanks to our
AXA coaches! We had an awe·
some time at BUST· Let's all
bust a melon again next yeart
Thank you to the ATO- fA
pledge class for our party Tuesdayl Lefsdoitagain! The AraBZ pledge class
Jesus Is Lordi! I John 1:12
Thank you to our AXA Water·
melon Bust Coaches. You all
are the best. We had a blast!
Love- the sisters of Ar.&

Congratulations to the Murray
State Racer football program
on a fantastic start. Good luck
in all remaining games. Broth·
era of Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations Alpha Gams
on winning Bustl
Mr. MSU is one month awayCome out and support the men
of MSU and as good causeI
AXA, A TO, til:- We had an
awesome time at our mixer!
Lefsdoitagainnextyeart Love,
the sisters of AL\
Quit clownin' around Jilll
Lefsmakeadeal, Guysof Al"AI!
A On had a blast and we can't
wait to do it again!
Ara- Congrats on winning
Bust! We had a great lime
hanging our with you! The sis·
tersof ALA
Advertise in the Murray State
News. It worb

Babysitter needed during
church service, background
check Call evenings 474·
8541
Immediate opening tor
waitress position. Apply in
person at the Big Apple
Cafe.
Make money for your club,
organization. or self. Sell
beautiful Guatemalan vests
and backpacks. Buy at very
low rates and sell for big
profits. For more information:
Primitives, P>O> Box 3458
Carbondale, IL 62901
Part-time job 12 to 6p.rn.
Five days a week Mon.-Fri.
$7'per hour. Send resume
to: P.O Box 1493 Murray,
KY. 42071

. as the 1995-96 AOirn Guy!
We love you, Hal ... Congratulations!
Love,

AOD

Bible Study

NOTICE
Hilrcare Hotline Free advice

w:~

on beauty problems, halrcare
and styling, men's grooming
753-7455

Bible

Really Says About

FREE FINANCIAL AID I Over
$6 Billion in private sector
grants & Scholarships Is now
available. All students 8f8 ell·
gible regardless of grades,
income, orparenfs income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800·263-6495 ext.

Boaoaexuality
~t.finiiTtiJS 6g top

scfwfars offer a raiicaf new view
by author: Daniel A. Helminiak, Ph.D.

Methodist Center
1315 Payne St.

F55381

Thursday noon- 1 p.m.
Bring a Sack Lunch!

GO RACERS! Beat Austin
Peay.

Go Racer Football!

MU::~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline••••••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

RATES
W~h

MSU ID: 15¢ per word

INDEX

Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word W~hout MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

MSU Health Services offers

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELPWANTEO
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

fre~

confidential gregnancy
testing and ST testing

for further information dial

Health Line

MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOO'S
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• • Body piercing

• Only llcen1ed tattoo
artlat In Calloway County

• Cover-up tpec4tlllet
• No druga or alcohol
• Muat be at l...t
18yH,. old

• S1erile method•
• Over 29 bright colort
• Many dMigna to choose

Monday- Saturday

7:30a.m ... 5

FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL :
A
A
1: ~--------------------------~0
n
A
A
Ll

n

A
0

n

A

r

THANKS
FOR A GREAT TIME AT

WATERMELON
BUST!!

762•3809

-Over 15 Years of Experience ..

Tanning Special
300 minutes/ $20

A
I:
A
A
Ll

n

753-4748

2 Quarter Pounders
with Cheese

For $2
2 Sausage Egg McMuffins

For $2

A

r

~

LOVE,

MSU SORORITIES I:

1:
d ~------------------------------~ I:.
Ar~ 1:1:1: Al:A AdTI AOIT

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE...
107 N. 12th St.

Monday - Friday
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.

~~
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Dixieland Center
753-6745
Open Daily Monday· Saturday

.J
·-·-·-·-·-·
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TURF
Continued from Page 1

tions from alumni and friends of the University
to meet the estimated cost to recover the field.
Alan Lollar, the Racers' head trainer, said that
despite the turfs poor condition it may very well
be safer for the players than new turf is.
"It is probably safer than a new carpet," he
said. "With newer carpets, your foot doesn't
slide."
Lollar explained that one of the worst dangers
an athlete faces when playing on artificial turf is

CHE
Continued from Page 1

duce twice as many engineers
as the study indicated were
needed; and if they were really
serious about engineers, they
would do away with the licensure - the statute that prevents
graduates of Murray State and
the Kentucky University engineering technology program to
take
the
examination,"
Alexander continued.
"If they did that, we would
have four times as many engineers as was ever contemplated

damage to the ligaments in the knee that result
.i f the foot plants and the rest of the body pivots.
"'t's better to slip down than it is for your foot
to stick," he said. ·
Lollar said dealing with the condition of the
turf is just part of tl).e game.
"When you put in new turf you just have to
deal with it," he said.
Lollar said, as of now, the turf is holding.
"We've got very few rips in it and the seams
are holding good," he said.
As for when the turf might be replaced, West
said, "l have no clue."

many need study," he s8ld.
Alexander also suggested
that
the
University
of
Kentucky is trying to establish
a four year school in Paducah.
"The problem is that Paducah
wants a four year school," he
said. "Any other solution is not
going to be accepted by the
University of Kentucky or
Paducah short of creating a
four year program for UKPaducah Community College.
"UK is in an unusual expansion mode right now," he
added. "They are expanding
rapidly. They're creating pro-

grams across the state usmg
the community colleges as vehicles to expand UK's influence,
and I think the Paducah situation is some indication that UK
is creating University of
Kentucky at Paducah. I think
there is substantial evidence to
indicate that."
"I don't think the primary
issue
is
engineering,"
Alexander reemphasized.
Wethington was unavailable
for comment on the University
of Kentucky's position regarding the engineering issue or for
a response to Alexander's allegations.

CLARIFICATION
In the Sept. 22 issue of The Murray State News tlle headline on page seven stating, "MSU to
add anthropology major," could be misinterpreted.
The headline should have reflected that the University is still in the fact-finding stages of the
proposal. No definite decisions have yet been made concerning the proposed program.
The Murray State News regrets any misunderstanding this oversight may have caused.

:!

cMon !Bead:

Tanning Salon & Storage Rental
Check out our monthly specials. Stop by or
call for more information.
10°/o Discount for MSU students
Salon 753-3333

131

NEWS

812 Whitnell

ALENDAR
ntinued from Page 1
Barrett feels could help educate students.
"'I see this as one of the key
activities on campus that promotes stereotyp~,· she said.
"Unfortunately, I think that
IOI't of unthinkingly occurs in
a lot of organized groups.
"''don't think it is something
that people do intentionally o
even knowingly, but it's an
opportunity for us to provide
an education about these
issues. In that regard, I think
that we need to respqnd to the
issues being raised because I
think they are legitimate
issues and legitimate concerns."
One
possible
solution
Barrett suggests is for group
1~ on campus to form proJI'Bll\8 that will help educate
people about gender equit
and BW'eotyping.
-what rd like to do is work
with
advisors
from
Panhellenic and the JFC to s
eet up some educational pro11'8JD8 for students on campus: she said. "'' think tha
what we need to do is, instead
of heine ~ve, we need to
look a~ this ae a teachable
moment that will help broaden
people~a horizons."
m a telephone interview' Pi
Kappa Alpha adviser Jimmy
Carter declined to comment.

Congratulations
Phi11ip Dockery
on a very successful
Watermelon Bust 1995!

Storage 753-3853

Andy lee/Staff

Erin Oakes, freshman from Elizabethtown, enjoys a quick
nap in the anns of Usa Murea, freshman from South Fulton.

THE BROTHERS OF

would like to congratulate

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
on winning the

23rd annual
Watermelon Bust!

1316APPLt CAft'
641 South
Puryear, Tenn.
981-247-5798

Serving Mexican Food &
Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

AXA

Seniors

Used Furniture
Antiques
Dishes and Kitchen Items
Pictures and Books
lamps and Records
Avon Products Available

Education is always an advantage, and the
more education the greater the advantage.

On The Court Square

75S.0852

till midnight

96

Join us for graduate study at Murray State and
give yourself a better opportunity for:

1.

*Sorry no minors after 9:30p.m.

2.

Ages 6 weeks to Syears
Full day educatioZJal prescllool
Full time ud part time available

A higher beginning salary that is
~unded throughout your career
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career •dvancement

Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or call the
graduate admissions office at 762-3756 for details.

Love, Sisters of AOil

~GOLDEN CHINA

-$-

New Dinner Buffet
Served Daily 5-8 p.m.
~gi~.

Including the most popular dishes:

~ ~i General Tso' s Chicken1 Happy

~if!~-~

Family, Terriyaki Chicken, & more!
ONLY

$5.99

Free delivery for any order over $15.
11

The best choice at the lowest price!"

Luncheon Buffet
12 main dishes plus appetizers
11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Daily

,,HUMCER IS 100°/o CURABLE"

$4.35

753-8916

Central Shopping Center

~

I

II

The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing
Your Roommate's). Roommates tend to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard®card. Then you could use it to
buy the things you really want. And with these
College MasterValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as it 1s. MasterCard.

It~ more than a credit card. It~ smart money.N.

~--------- -- - - - - ----- --- -- --- - ----- - - --------------- -- ---------
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Optical Center'

I
I
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SO% O FF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME

:
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SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN,$ APPAREL

SAVE UP TO $140

1

Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake you'D
always treasure. Save $3S on lOK gold, $70 on 14K gold
or $140 on 18K gold. Calll-800-9S2-7002 for more details.
Mention offer #9501.

cii)

Otl'erv:ahd8/15/ 'l510 12/3.1/9S.Otl'erv:ahdonlyonpun:lwa
~~tin& a Mmer<:atd" Card and wbcrl the COllEGE
~rV>lua" ofi"er #OWA II tneiJtJOn<d. Otl'er wid where
prohlbuecl, taXed, or resai.ccod Coupon may not be combu~
wnh '!'Y other coupon or ducollnl. Sb1ppons and handlirls are
('l(IJO. Umlt one ~nt per pun:basc.

•

u.::::--.~··~

r - - - - - - - - - - - . . ._ - - -- - - 49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

Save $3 Off A CD

-~- -

- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Oft'er and ·~ v>lid 8115195 m 1213 tt95 .

~~ame:'~uring•~c.vd.Sun-mdct(ii)
~

Coupon has no aoh R<lm1pbon v.J...,. O«or vood where prohibired.taXod or raoncted. Coupon moy nocbe cnmbinod V.'lth
any othu • ......_ O..:oWlt not.., CXC"eN $6 per coupon.
Coupon 001 v.Jrd on sale mcTC~.

~
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I

I
1

I
I
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GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

1 Video values Just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-qwlity

I videos at discount prices. .All videos are priced at $9.9S or less
and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get ,one

I video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCaro-

I Card. Callt-800-SSl-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask
I for the COLLEGE MasterValu~ offer # 1081-S999.
I O«orv:Wd8/IS195GDt213t19S. Ofll:n:aladonlyOllpurdiMCSc i i b

ciS) I ....,..

O&rvalrcl8115mGDI2131!~.

Oft'CT v.lid only on pun:~ uang• ~Coni and
when oource U,.7SNY amenciooed.
limit one ~ discount pe-r pcacn.
Void whm prohibrud

1

~~~~&~

:

Invest in your future and st2y on top of current developments
with TI.e Wall Strttt)oumal. For a limited time only, use your
MasterCa.rtr' Card and pay just $23 for a 12-week
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To Clke advantage of this special offer, call l-800-348-3S5S
and please refer to source key 7SNY.

a

(ii)

Ofl'nvab
. dB/ 15/9510 12/31/95..
Otl'er v:ahd only on purc1wet usmg a ~ Card and wbnt
o8'cr ~111 menDoned. Coupon may - be combutcd wtth
any othu coupon or discount. Shippins and h.andbntlue exm.
Limit one c!U<:ount per purdwe.
Some reocricOons opply. Void wh- ptohlbiad.

THEWALLSTREETJOURNAL. :

Here's music to your ears... save $3 on one regularly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when you use your
MasterCarcJ- Card. Limit two S3 discounts per coupon, per
purclwe. Limit one $3 discount per box set purchase. Offer
Not V:al.id Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

I
I

I

I
I
I
1

C o lfoto .lowol rr

1 Save SO% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus •..bonus
I Simplicity. comfort and style ... that's Tweeds. .
I discount of S20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass 1 Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair ofeyegbsses 1 1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with our Lttest
I and use your Mastc!Car<J-Card. Lens discount applies to
styles. PLtce your order and save $10 on any purchase of$50 or
I our best lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
I more when you use your MasterCar<t- Card and mention the
1 Otl'tr Q.lld C""f'fn v:ahd 8, 15 m 10 12131195 .
I COLLEGE MasterValues• offer #C3W A.
Off.rv:WdonlyonpurdwnUSIDtl&~'c.ud
SUm~ coupon at ame of pun:'-'. Couport has no cash
wlue, Q.lld may not be combtood with any toupon, discount,
Value R.eght package or YUion care plan.
lunot one coupon pa p~. Sec opcidan fi>r dttai4.
Vo1d whcrt> prolubrted

:

}I RT(Jt 1\VED

I
I

MatCCrQrd" Y:d and~ the COLLEGE
M-rValua" olfcr#I081-5999 • rnenoonoed.
Olf~r uuy DOt be combi""d wrdi :any other oB'er OC" ducount
Ofl'cr volld for U.S. midcno oaly. VoW! whne probibrQ:d

•

·•

·~>~·~
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~1
Box
SAVE 25%

!

,_,ExPRESS

DFFIR~

I

I fearuring aU the original Columbia albu.rm. BOX OF ARE

I includes a previously-unrele<~Sed, S-tr.lck bonus disc of

Aero-rant:ies and hard-to-find gems including "Subway", "Circle
I Jerk" and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99. Call
I 1-800-322-3412 and ask for me COLLEGE Master-Values& Offer.

I
I
~

OO.rv>l>d 8/ JS /95 co 12131!9S, oattv~onlyoopurduoletUSlll&
(Ji)
• M.>sttreud' Card ;and when ~COLLEGE ~.rV>lun •
•
olkn nl<fiCionod 06'n nuy nor be combinod wuh any ochn.,
dittounL Slu!>Pini1: and h.todhng $HO per P""''-'· Limit.~,7Ldncoun1 per j>Unfu,.,. s.J.. ru appbabk Void wb(<e probibrrtd. ··~
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Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your next purchase
of re""· ' ··~riced merchandise when you use your MasterCardf'
P>.....,
Card. Fin everything you need at Herman's... We Are Spom.•
Offer excludes certain merc~dise. Coupon Required.
oecr and coupon v>lrd 8/15/95 10 12/31/95. Ofl'.r v:ahd only on pan:Ns<t """I*
MAtciCard" Card Sunmdct<9UP00 u arne of'purchMc:. Offe-r excl\lda C.O.Walk
l'l<IS, Carclro-CII&, .n golfbolh. ~&a pro cluho,tel<et Prince, Wololon, Hw.

~~Co':.:'L.~~~
~~. ~ pcoc~ua, Fila.

Division rnett'-dilc, hunanaand lisbtnglrmlsa.cq"'pmml
and &ii ce-ni6cxo:s. Off« may noc be
cO<I!bintd widuny othu diKow1l or prclllllldon. 1..mit one
coupon per porct.... Coupon valid "' any Herman'aloc:aOoa
SPC ~. Vood "'il<re prohrbited.
>nV>CcJ. ~lome ddlvny

- - - - - -
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Join for only S15, instead of the regular $60 annU.ll
membenhip. Then enjoy FREE lifi: tickets and
Qvings up to 50% on lifi: tickets, resort lodg1ng and dming,
etc., at top resom East and West. A great gift for ~kien/
~nowboarders. Call1-800-800-2SKl (27S4) to join or for
details and ~pedals in your favorite areas and mention offer
#lSMCSKI. Plus look for us on the internet at
URL http:/ /wv.ow.sk1card. com/slcicard

01

ciS)

~nun

MOTOPHOTO

JOIN AND SAVE $45

Ofte~ valid8/ 15/ 9S to 12/ 31 /95.

I

SAVE 20%

I
COWMBIA
A 01 ..... •I Softy M•.., E................ .""
I
I Save 25% otfthe regular price ofthe Aerosmith collection,

1

cJi)

Ol!tr v.a!Jd only purclwft ullng a M:ISt..Card' Card
. and when
the #1SMCSKias mmnontd Dctaab on$1u<r<bscouna bstod In
95/ 96 "Savr~ Gua<k" Included With cxh nwta!>mhip.
Huun: Mon-Fn. 9 • rn. ro 4 p.m Mm nme,
VOid who!'\' rrolubtttd

for~

1:

....
~

u.::::--.-:L··1111)~

50% O FF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take SO% off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MocoPhoto, when you use your
Maste!Card' Card. Calll -800-733.,6686 for the location
nearest you. Limit 1. Offer Not Valid W ithout This Coupon.

SAVE-40% ON WINDOWS

I
WORD PROCESSOR
I WordExpress rna.kes it easy to create great looking reports,
I term papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature set, fast
I and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume
1

I

I

1

I

Templates. Only S29.95 when you use your M~ce!CarcJCard and mention offer WXO-MC. To order, call
t-800-998-4SSS. Visit Us On The World Wide Web
at http:// delta.cornlmicrovlhome
Oft'erV>Iid8/ 15/ 9510 12/.ll/95. o&rvalid
only on purdiMa Iaine a M..aaUrd* Card
.,.{when o8'er WXO-MC" menooned.
Shipp"'-...1 lwadling &R .addilionaL llnur
one dao:ounc pe-r pun:t.... Void -..bne probibrted
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SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift,

I fitness, reettational, travel, apparel and more. Save 15% on a
purchase of $75 or more when you shop at any ofour

I 7S store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444,

I
1
I

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you
or for a FREE catalog.

Ofll:r and coupon Y24d 8115/95 10 12/31/ 95. Ca.h n:dempoon value 1/~ .
Coupon R.cquan:d , 06'er.and coupon v>lid 8/ IS/9Sco \2/31 / 95. Oft'er v.alid only on
OtTer valid only on purchases IISIJl8 • MasterCard' Card. Surrmdct <oupon 11 Ml< of
purth:lloel wina a M>.terCard' c.vd. Theore ~a bmued nurnbcr o( otenu to Which chlt
purch.ae lunuon• coupon pn purcluse. Connocbe cornbonod With
olfcrdoet not ~ply. May not be combined With rnq~nt lli.ryen" P~ Pnce
•ny othor oJl'cn or cfucouna MocoPhoco Club Membm are ~nll•(ii)
Matehlng Polley,. aucuon pun:haoes, or other dlscoums or promouo
(
os. i i )
dod to tab IO%offlbccoupon~c. Offiorvalid on C--41
•
1 Not v>ladon purch.aae olg,tcemlicllfaoron prevrOUI purclwft
•
proc:t'\1, .)5 rnm 6bn, ;and S1"2lldord NU pnn11 only. Otl'.r valid at
111• d1K011n1 il .apphcable 10, and th<! minimum pure hac baKJ
..
pom<:apaong •rom only.
u.::::--.7.1 on cunent rncrchmdde pncn only, and ucludn tax, sluppong
VooJ whtll' prolublted
··~
I and tax on sluppang Void where prolubiled. POS CODE: L ~

I
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